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Abstract -The computation oj quasistalionary nonhnear two-dimensional magnetic jield leadslo thejollowingproblem There is given a bounded domain Q and an open nonempty set R <= Q We are looking jor the magnetic vectorpotentialu(x u x 2 , t) which satisjies 1) a certain nonhnear parabolic équation and_an initial condition in R , 2) a nonhnear elhptic équation in S ~ O. -R which is the stationary case of the above mentioned parabolic équation, 3) a boundary condition on ÔQ,, 4) u as well as its conormal denvative are continuous accross the common boundary oj R and S This problem is jormulated in two equivalent abstract ways There is constructed an approximate solution completely discretized in space by a gênerahzed Galerkin method {straight finite éléments are a special case) and by backward A stable dijjerentiaîion methods in time Existence and unique ness oj a weak solution isproved as well as a weak and strong convergence oj the approximate solution to this solution There are also denved error bounds jor the solution oj the two-dimensional nonhnear magnetic jield équations under the assumption that the exact solution is sujjiciently smooth

Résume -Le calcul d un champ magnétique quasi stationnaire non lineaire en dimension deux conduit au problème suivant Etant donne un domaine borne Q et un ensemble ouvert non vide R <= O on cherche le potentiel vecteur magnétique u(x x x 2i t) qui satisjait 1) une certaine équation parabolique non lineaire et une_conditwn initiale dans R , 2) une équation elliptique non lineaire dans S = Q -R qui est le cas stationnaire de l équation parabolique ci-dessus,
3) une condition aux limites sur dQ., In recent years attention has been paid in electrical engineering journals to the computation of quasistationary non-linear magnetic field This problem occurs, e.g., in designing the magnet Systems for fusion reactors and in rotating machinery. In two dimensions it can be formulated in the following model way. There is given a two-dimensional bounded domain Q and an open nonempty set R c= Q. We are looking for a function u -u(x u x 2 , t) (magnetic vector potential) such that 1) 
4) u de même que sa dérivée conotmale sont continus a travers lajrontiere commune a R et S Ce problème est énonce de deux jaçons abstraites dijjerentes On construit une solution approchée complètement discretisee en espace par une methode de Galerkin généralisée (les éléments finis droits sont un cas particulier) et par des methodes Astables de dérivation « arrière » en temps L existence et l unicité d une solution jaible sont établies ainsi que les convergences jaible et jor te de la solution approchée vers cette solution On obtient également des majorations d erreur pour la solution des équations du champ magnétique non lineaire a deux dimensions sous l hypothese de la solution exacte
is a given function defmed on R and n is the normal oriented in a unique way. The problem (1.1)-(1.4) can be easily formulated in a variational form. Let us, for simplicity, consider the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on ÔQ.
(1.5)
Multiply (1.1) and (1.3) by a function v e HQ(Q), integrate, use Green's formula and (1.4) and sum. We get
(1.6) is taken in Melkes + Zlâmal [8] as the starting point for the construction of the approximate solution.
In this paper we give two equivalent abstract formulations of the above problem. One of them is a variational formulation generalizing the special case (1.6). Under certain conditions we prove existence and uniqueness of a weak solution. A problem to find a function satisfying a linear parabolic équation in a part of the given domain and a linear elliptic équation in the remaining part was already investigated by Ladyzenskaja and Stupjalis [5] ,
The proof of existence has a constructive nature. We define a completely discretized approximate solution. The discretization in space is carried out by a generalized Galerkin method (the finite element method with straight éléments is a special case). In time we use for the discretization the only two members of the backward differentiation schemes (see Lambert [6] , p. 242) which are A -stable. Written for the équation y = j(t, y) these are
( 1 9) The first, the Euler backward method, is of order one, the other of order two. A weak and strong convergence of the approximate solution U & (extended to the whoie interval [0, T]) to the exact solution u is proved. In case of the problem (1.1)-(1.5) the resuit is that U& the restriction of U b to R, converges strongly to u R in C([0, T]; L 2 (R)) and U à converges strongly to u in L 2 (0, T; Hl(Q)). We also dérive error estimâtes in case that the solution u is smooth. If M e L x (0, T; X) we dénote by w' the weak or generalized' derivative of u (see Temam [13] , lemma 1.1, p. 250).
SOME SPACESOF FUNCTÏONS VALUEBIN
Let H be a Hubert space with a scalar product (.,.) and V a reflexive Banach space, dense and continuously imbedded in H. We identify H with its dual space. Then H can be identified with a subspace of V' so that Fci/cF' Hère each space is dense in the following one and the injections are continuous. The following lemma will be needed in the sequeL 
The lemma is true even in a somewhat more gênerai form and the proof can be found in Gajewski, Gröger and Zacharias [4] , p. 147.
THEOREM ON EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS AND CONVERGENCE
To formulate the problem (1.1)-{1,5) in a gênerai way we introducé several notations and hypotheses. Example : Let Q, R and S be domains from section 1 with Lipschitz boundaries. We choose We identify H R with its dual by means of its scalar product (.,-)*• Th en H R o can be identified with subspaces of V R and V R and we have inclusions
where each space is dense in the following one and the injections are continuo us. Furthermore, the scalar product < .,. } R in the duality between V R and V R is an extension of (., .)*, i-
We dénote the scalar product between 3) It holds
and A s (u) is strictly monotone in the following sensé : We introducé an equivalent variational formulation of problem P. To this end we define a form a(u, v) on V x V which is linear in v and, in gênerai, nonlinear in u and a functional ƒ from L p '(0, T ; V') :
The form a(u 9 v) possesses the following properties : At this place we add the last assumption which we shall later need :
Hère ^(w, u) and ƒ are defined by (3.11) and (3.12), respectively.
Remark 5 : If H -H R then the problem P' reads : Given ƒ G Z/(0, T ; 7') and u 0 e H find w G py such that in @%0 9 T))
TKCOREM 1 : Let the assumptions 1) and 3) he satisfied. Then the problems P and P' are equivalent.
Proof : If u is a solution of problem P then (3.9), (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12) imply
Ail terms in (3.19) belong to 1/(0, T) and for h(t) G 0 ((0, T)) we have by (2.1) as z* A' G 1/(0, T ; P 7^)
. Therefore, it holds (3.17).
o Let u be a solution of problem P'. Choose z = [©, 0], co e F K in (3.17). Then by (3.11) and (3.12) 
(3.17), (3.11) and (3.12) imply (3.10). Now we define a completely discretized approximate solution of problem P'. The discretization in space is carried out by means of a generalized Galerkin method (see Necas [9] , p. 47), in time we use the schemes (1.8) and (1. we have a family with the above property.
2) A family V h with the property (3.22) always exists under the assumption that V is a separable Banach space. In this case there exists a séquence { cp. }£ ls cp-G F, such that for ail n = 1, 2,... the éléments (p 1; cp 2 ,..., cp n are linearly independent and the finite linear combinations of (p/s are dense in V. We take for V hn , h n = l/n, the space of all linear combinations of cp l5 cp 2 ,..., cp B . Prooj oj existence and oj convergence : It will be carried out under the assumption a(v, v) ^ a [v] p . The case a{v, v) ^ a || v \\ p (see (3.15)) can be treated similarly. We are using the compactness method (see Raviart [11] , [12] , Lions [7] and the références given there). If v = £ (3 ; cp J then the left-hand side of (3.31) is namely equal to
Either is w^ ^ £>*, then ( This means that (due to reflexivity of V and V M )
and let us define two functions h A " h At (see, e.g., Lions [7] , p. 435-436) : We set z = A' 2 fc , z* e F*, in (3.29) and sum. As
Now, let z e V be given. We choose z h e V h such that || z h -z \\ -> 0 and we pass to the limit in (3.48). We get, which is easy to prove, 
Jo Jo
Integrating by parts the left-hand side and taking into account that G r -g ae. in (0, T) we corne to c 0 = (u 0 , (Ù) R . Therefore Now we return to (3.49). Integrating the first term by parts and using (3.50) we obtain
We prove the existence of a solution if we show that < %, v > = a (u, v) . We use an argument from Lions [7] , p. 160-161. From monotonicity of a(u, v) it follows 
Jo
Therefore X à <M < %, u -v > dt - Ö(D, U -v) dt.
Jo Jo Jo Jo
Consequently (see Lions [7] , p. 161) (%,v} = a(u, v). j) We have proved that if there exists a family { V h } with the property (3.22) then a subsequence of { U 6 } converges weakly in 1/(0, T ; F) and its limit u belongs to W R and satisfies (3.17) and (3.18) . From the proof and from uniqueness it is obvious that from any séquence { L/ 5j } with § 7 --> 0 we can extract a subsequence converging weakly to u. Therefore 
+ («o.4W)-[^-^z R \ h(T).
Instead of (3.55) we get (v, u -v) dt Vu e Z/(0, T; F).
Jo Jo
Ad g) We use (3.61) and the inequality
THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR MAGNETIC FiELD
We apply Theorem 2 to the problem (1. We dérive now error bounds under assumption that the solution u is smooth enough. We restrict ourselves to triangular éléments and to piecewise linear trial functions which are mostly applied in practise even if the same approach gives error bounds for higher degree shape functions. We take into^account only triangulations which consist of triangles belonging either to R or to S and which form a regular family.
In applications, the coefficient v(x u x 2 , Ç) is a piecewise continuous function of x = (x u JC 2 ). Every discontinuity in x along a boundary of a subdomain leads to a natural boundary condition of the form (1.4). We consider a model We shall make use of a little modified approximation of Clément [3] . Keeping all notations of Clément we choose p = 1 and y t (p) = p(Q t ) where Q t is a node. The hypotheses H u ..., H 4 of Clément are satisfied (see also Ciarlet [2] ,
